
Shaped Body Worry Monster donated  by Colette in West Yorkshire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MATERIALS  

200 grams Chunky yarn – small amounts in various colours/textures – bright colours are the best!    

DK yarn is used in some of the pattern additions.  

4” zip (optional)  

Toy filling – IMPORTANT! – this must be approved for toys and have had a BS or CE label on the original packaging 

(no other fillings are suitable sorry)  

4.50 mm needles for the main body and this style of mouth, this gives a tighter stitch finish   

Embellishments – please note that for the eyes there are various ways of doing them.  You could use small pieces of 

white, black and coloured felt as in the picture, or knit “googly eyes”, see website for those. For eyelashes use black 

knitting yarn.  Although buttons for eyes are possible, felt or knitted eyes are preferable, however small buttons for 

the pupils are fine (securely attached).  

  

Abbreviations  

beg:   beginning  

C&T:   cut and thread. Cut working yarn leaving a long tail. Thread it onto a tapestry needle and thread it through the 

stitches remaining on your knitting needle. Pull tight and fasten, but do not break yarn as it will be used for sewing 

up.   

k:   knit  

Decrease: k2tog:   knit 2 stitches together  

Increase: knit into front then back of next stitch  

p:   purl  

ss:   stocking stitch. One row knit, one row purl  

st:   stitch.  sts: stitches   

ws: wrong or reverse side of knitted fabric  

NB:  All pattern pieces should be sewn together on the right side of the fabric. Pick up the two strands of the end 

stitch in each row, weaving from one side to the other, bringing the sewing yarn from under each stitch, over the top 

and back under the opposite stitch.  



 

Shaped BODY  (this can be all in one colour, or using variegated yarn or stripes, whichever you like.) 

Cast on 36 stitches  

Working in ss starting with knit 1row, then purl 1 row  

Row 3 increase:  knit 1 st then increase in next st, then knit until last 2 sts.  Increase next st then knit 1  

Row 4 Purl   

Repeat row 3 and 4 until 50 sts are in total  

Ss straight for 20 rows  

MOUTH OPENING placement row (you could put own mouth design or zip mouth over the 20 mouth sts)  

Place next 15 sts onto a st holder, changing colour of yarn for the mouth, knit 20 sts, then place last 15 sts on a st 

holder and turn work  

Mouth lips and the pocket for worries are worked on these sts 

Next row knit, inc 1 st at each end (22sts)   

Knit 4 rows (6 rows garter st in total - these rows have made the bottom lip) 

Ss for 40 rows (makes the pocket ) 

Top lip: Garter st for next 5 rows  

Row 6: decrease 1 st at each end of next row (20 sts ).  Fold in half, right side makes the inside of the mouth.  Cut the 

yarn, leaving a tail of about 10 inches to sew up lips and mouth with pocket 

Placing the sts from the holders back on your knitting needle, with the mouth in the middle, and using the yarn 

colour for body, continue  

Ss for 10 rows  

Sew up the lips, mouth and worry pocket as follows:  

 Using the wool from the lips/mouth, on the wrong side of body, sew up the first and last row of the garter st rows, 

working up then down the stitches:  pic 1 and 2. 

 Then pull gently: pic 3, and fasten  off:  pic 4 shows the lip on the right side of body.  Repeat the process on the 

other lip and securely sew up the pocket sides 
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Pic 5 showing lips and mouth finished  

 

 

 

 

Shaping for BACK  

Decrease on knit rows:  knit 1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, knit 1 

Purl 1 row  

Repeat last 2 rows until 36 sts remain 

Shaping for HEAD  

Continue in ss and decrease on every knit row at each end, as for shaping for back   

K2tog on every 5th st: next knit row K2tog on every 4th st: next knit row K2tog every 3rd st: next knit row K2tog every 

2nd st: last knit row K2tog every 1st st: then C&T remaining sts  

Note the decease doesn’t work out evenly with number of sts, so just decrease any way - e.g you will have to k2tog 

twice at the end of some rows  

Optional extras to make for the back: I have put scales and a tail to help it stand up  

Scales worked in Garter st (knit every row)  

 scale 1 (small) Cast on 1 st , increase in each end of next row and the following alternate  rows until 8 sts, cast off  

scale 2 Repeat above until 10 sts, cast off 

scale 3 Repeat above until 12 sts, cast off 

scale 4 (large) Repeat above until 14 sts, cast off.  Sew in place down the middle of back, working small to large  

 

 

  

  



 

 

You could make hair, loops, all small scales etc  

The tail is made from the horn pattern and I have used Monica in Dorset’s pattern for arms and feet that fit well with 

this shaped Monster.  Monica’s patterns for those are on page 19 of the “Basic Monster Pattern” on the website. Or 

you could design your own. 

 

MAKING UP  

Sew long back seam together, placing in the scales or your own ideas and place the tail where the increase finishes. 

 Then fill with toy filling.  This monster needs filling up well as this is a plumper pattern.  Sew bottom seam and finish 

off.  To comply with safety rules please take particular care when sewing up the seams and ensure that no stuffing 

could get out, and that you have used approved toy stuffing which has a CE or BS safety label attached to the 

packaging. 

Knit up arms, legs, tail and horns from patterns on the Knit-for-Nowt website. These are contained in the “Basic 

Worry Monster” pattern.  Lastly give the monster a face eyes, nose and ears and maybe a mask.  Please see the Knit-

for-Nowt website for ideas, and for a knitting pattern for the mask.  Also if you wish to give your monster a pair of 

detachable pants, see the website for the knitting pattern for those, to support the NSPCC  “Pants Programme”, 

which is rolled out across schools for the treatment and prevention of sexual abuse. 

Please feel free to use your own ideas and creativity when adding features, which must all be firmly attached. 

   

 

 


